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Abstract
Circadian rhythms are sleep-wake cycles that show a 24-h oscillating pattern in almost all
species' metabolic, physiological and behavioral functions. There is a rhythmic synchronization
in transcriptional expression of various clock-controlled genes organized in a network of the
biochemical cycle in the suprachiasmatic nucleus and peripheral tissue making cellautonomous clock pacemakers. Cellular functions like cell division and proliferation are also
regulated by Clock-genes. Disturbance in this synchronicity can cause several pathologic
conditions, including various cancer progression. According to International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC), shift work that interferes with the circadian cycle can be
carcinogenic to humans. Period genes (Per2, Per1) are essential circadian clock genes, which
regulate β-catenin and cell proliferation in colorectal cancer cells. The mechanisms liable for
the connection between the circadian clock and cancer are not well defined. Shift work and
nocturnal light exposure are related to circadian clock disruption and increased cancer risk.
This review discusses how disrupted circadian rhythm or "Biological Clock" could be involved
in colorectal cancer development.
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There has been a recent surge of research evaluating sleep disturbances and their correlation
with the health of an individual. Acute sleep impairment raises the risk of hormonal imbalance,
like Elevated levels of evening cortisol, Reduced levels of glucose tolerance and Growth
hormone, high estrogen, and low testosterone. It can also cause a significant increase in markers
of systemic inflammation, increased blood pressure, and cognitive dysfunction. 1, 2Emerging
research outcomes suggest that circadian rhythm disruption may also increase the risk of
several types of cancer. In particular, night shift workers are at higher risk of developing cancer
in the breast, endometrium, prostate, and colorectum. 1Whereas many research studies suggest
the direct association of circadian rhythm and tumor progression. Quality of sleep and its
relation to cancer development duration has been under-researched. Most studies reported till
now are restricted to breast cancer.
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most widespread cancers with the highest
mortality rates in western countries.

3

CRC is the most common cancer with the highest

mortality in European countries. Black community of America and Africa are most likely
suffered from Colorectal cancer. While North America and Asian countries had similar CRC
incidents. Africa had the lowest incidence in the world. Among Asian countries China, Korea,
Japan had the highest prevalence than other countries. India had a relatively low incidence and
mortality rate. 41,42,44 70-80% cases of CRC occur sporadically. In comparison, approximately
15% of CRC cases develop due to inherited factors, such as familial adenomatous polyposis
(FAP) and hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal carcinoma (HNPCC).

3-5

Sporadic human CRC

can be due to various environmental and lifestyle factors, such as dietary habits, obesity, sleep
disturbance, and physical inactivity.

3,5

Individuals with less than 6 hours sleep duration per

day are having a 50 percent higher risk of developing colorectal cancer than those sleeping
more than 7 hours. 1 Currently, Circadian Dysfunction and overall sleep quality on the risk of
colorectal cancer are poorly understood. 6,7-9
The sleep-wake cycle is regulated by two processes circadian rhythm of sleep (process
S) and wakefulness (process C).10Process S is sleep-wake homeostasis is like a timer that
creates a need for sleep. The need for sleep increases before bedtime. Process S is associated
with neuronal communication inhibition in the hypothalamus, which turns off arousal
mechanisms in sleep. Disorders that affect process S promotion are associated with insomnia.
Process C is known as Clock-dependent alertness or circadian process that controls and
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regulates the timing of sleep and its coordination with the light-dark cycle (Day-Night), which
promotes wakefulness is responsible for promoting alertness, physical activity, muscle tone,
and hormone secretion over 24 hours. Process S builds pressure to fall asleep. While process
C regulates daily sleep rhythm causes the body to wake up. These two processes work together
to create a balanced sleep-wake cycle.9,10

Increased colon and breast cancer cases in developed countries are found, despite
advanced screening and prevention techniques.18 Exposure to light at night exposure
suppresses melatonin production, reducing the possible nonspecific oncostatic effect of the
pineal gland, thus increasing the risk of colorectal cancer. Melatonin is a potent
anticarcinogenic molecule, and the relation between light exposure at night and CRC risk
through the melatonin pathway could give one plausible explanation .19,24

Environment and Molecular regulation of circadian rhythm

Most physiological and behavioral functions in humans are regulated across days and nights in
a synchronized pattern. They automatically exhibit the regular sleep and wake-up cycle. In
visual perception light intensity is detected by photoreceptors in retina and process the vision
at any time of the day or night. The mammalian, there is a distinct circadian photoreception
pathway that is quite different from visual perception that is light-dependent non-visual (NV)
responses such as suppression of melatonin, increase in body temperature due to excessive heat
and heart rate, and cortical brain activity. Light through non visual retinal projections will
stimulate control of alertness, sleep and mood. Melanopsin-expressing retinal ganglion cells
are responsible for recognition of light, transmitted to the Suprachiasmatic Nuclei SCN clock
via the retinohypothalamic tract. 11-14 Melatonin release and its circulating level are suppressed
when light information is conveyed to SCN. For the adaptation to earth's rotation, there is a
complete 24 hours’ oscillation pattern for regulating metabolic, physiological, and behavioral
functions.

14 16 18-13

Apart from SCN, there are some extra-SCN brain regions in certain organ

tissues. Peripheral oscillators or slave oscillators are circadian oscillators located outside of
SCN (master oscillator in a mammal) in peripheral organs (Lungs, liver, GI tract, kidneys, and
other organs). 12,13 Peripheral oscillators contain certain functional circadian oscillators that
respond to various non-photic stimuli like temperature, environmental or chemical cues.12-15
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The molecular generation of circadian rhythms regulates biochemical pathways in the
suprachiasmatic nucleus and peripheral tissues. 11-14 (Figure 1: Mammalian molecular circadian
clock machinery Light-dark phase)
i.

When the retina perceives light, positive and negative auto regulatory feedback loops
in SCN Clock.

ii.

The SCN oscillator contains interlocking transcription/translational feedback loops
which regulate and control circadian timing.

iii.

The master genes CLOCK: BMAL1 or CLOCK: NPAS2 heterodimer are the positive
elements called "core loop" and transcribe Per, Cry, and Dec through E-box–mediated
transcription.12-14

iv.

The accumulation of PER-CRY heterodimer in cytoplasm acts as a negative element as
they phosphorylate and translocate into the nucleus for the inactivation of the BMAL1:
CLOCK BMAL1:NPAS2 E-box–mediated transcription and transcription of their
genes.12,13

v.

Degradation of PER: CRY adequately allows a new transcription cycle. While DECs
bind to the E-box element and directly inhibit their transcription. (Figure 1) 12,13,15,43

vi.

Core circadian gene’s (CLOCK: BMAL1 or CLOCK: NPAS2) primary feedback loop
cannot maintain 24-hour rhythms, hence some other additional clock genes (REV-Erba,
Period; PER, Cryptochrome; CRY, and Circadian Controlled Genes; CCGs) are
associated that form a secondary auto-regulatory feedback loop. 14,15

vii.

The competitive activity of REV -Erba on the retinoic acid-related orphan receptor
response element (RORE) inhibits transcription of BMAL-1, which is a
stabilizing/auxiliary loop. (Figure 1) 13,14,43

viii.

Cyclic accumulations of clock-controlled gene (CCG) mRNA species by regulation of
clock components via Core and stabilizing/auxiliary loops generates various
physiological outputs in a cell (cell cycle and arrest, immune function, hormonal
regulations,

maintaining

body

temperature,

cellular

metabolism,

DNA

replication/repair and response action to anti-cancer drugs). 12,15,16
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Figure 1: Mammalian molecular circadian clock machinery (Light-dark phase)

Disruption of Circadian rhythm

Disruption of the circadian clock or any alterations in clock genes results in abnormalities in
various function cellular functions like proliferation, apoptosis, DNA damage response, and
metabolism, which can lead to cancer initiation and progression. 13 Disturbed circadian rhythms
are directly or indirectly linked for causing or promoting various forms of cancer in humans.
According to the past few research studies sleep dysfunction is associated with the pathogenesis
of cancer and its progression.

12,13,14

This Endogenous timekeeping circadian clock regulates

the system to controls multiple peripheral clocks present in peripheral tissues of the body.
Dysfunction of the circadian clock gene accelerates tumor progression, and potentially
restoring circadian rhythms should improve prognosis. 6,13,14,16
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Clock genes and colorectal cancer
Circadian oscillation of Per1 and Per2 is found in the oral mucosa and colon crypt cells
independent of the SCN. 17,25,26 PERIOD proteins play a significant role in the circadian clock
and tumor suppression. Per1 and Per2 mutations have been detected in the sequencing of
colorectal tumors. PERIOD proteins regulate cell cycle progression via circadian gated
expression of cell cycle proteins (WEE1, cyclins, p21, p53), controls cell cycle regulators (bcatenin, vascular endothelial growth factor [VEGF], cyclin D, c-Myc), regulate DNA damage
response, and also modulate other clock genes (Per1, Bmal1).

12,15,25

Per2 mutation and

ApcMin/+, the mutation act together to potentiate intestinal polyp formation.

12

In colorectal

cancer cell lines increase in expression of PER1 leads to DNA damage-induced apoptosis,
whereas its inhibition causes blunted apoptosis by disrupting circadian control of b-catenindependent pathways and alterations in the DNA damage response. CTNNB1 is a controlled
clock gene functions as an oncogene, influencing cell proliferation in colon cancer cells. PER1
and PER2 encoded by CTNNB1 participate in ATM-Chk1/Chk2 DNA damage response
pathways and modulating ß-catenin, whose promoter shows BMAL1. 12-14 Melatonin hormone
is secreted by the pineal gland regulated by a rhythm-generating system located in the SCN,
which is in turn regulated by photo stimuli. Melatonin acts as a darkness signal, providing
feedback to the SCN oscillators. Melatonin has both induce sleep and an ability to entrain the
sleep-wake rhythm.6,20Melatonin has been proven to show anti-cancer properties in animal
models to reduce DNA adducts and promote DNA repair by reducing the overall DNA damage
and inhibiting the cell cycle to decrease cell proliferation.
restrict tumor growth and restore circadian rhythmicity.

20-23

23,31,32

Exogenous melatonin could

Alteration of rhythmic motor

activity and adrenocortical secretion is associated with poor survival of patients with metastatic
colorectal.
In an experiment with mice, SCN was destroyed before transplanting tumor; transplanted
tumors grew twice to thrice faster than in operated mice. 12-hours of light and dark phases to
maintain SCN-independent photoperiodic synchronization. 2936,28When rhythms of clock genes
were suppressed in jet-lagged mice, down-regulation of p53 and overexpression of c-myc
occurred, and both contribute to tumor progression. 26-28
Disturbance in the peripheral intestinal circadian clock can lead to intestinal epithelial
neoplastic transformation of human CRC.33 Circadian disruption is classified as "probably
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carcinogenic," according to humans by the International Agency Research on Cancer (IARC).
Sleep disturbance affects the secretion of melatonin and is associated with a decrease in
removing free radicals and protecting against oxidative DNA damage. 33-35
Inadequate sleep may reduce the release of immune-stimulating hormones, such as
growth hormone, prolactin, and dopamine, and affects functions of pro-inflammatory cytokine
genes, including interleukin-6 (IL6) and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNFA). 36,37 These alterations
can lead to cellular and genomic markers of inflammation and contribute to CRC development.
38,39,43

These above-mentioned pathophysiological factors may explain the association between

circadian rhythms disruption and CRC.
Significant gaps in the research
Considering the evidence mentioned above from various studies, light reduces circulating
melatonin levels, increasing colorectal cancer risk, especially in night-shift workers.19 EM
waves have also been considered another pertinent modern environmental influence that
suppresses melatonin levels as low exposure to low-frequency EM fields can increase colon
cancer risk.29 Apart from disrupting circadian rhythm, EM waves can directly interact with
colon tumor cells and affect their proliferation. 30,40Disruption of circadian rhythms is majorly
due to the Modern lifestyle. Any genetic variations and their interaction with certain
environment cues (even Disruption of circadian due to exposure to light during the night) can
lead to cancer development. Primarily colorectal cancer could be explained by any of these
mechanisms. Complete understanding of molecular mechanisms that form an interrelation
between disruption of Clock controlled genes and Colorectal cancer development is still
understudied. A comprehensive evaluation of how a disrupted circadian peripheral clock
contributes to tumor formation in intestines is essential for developing future circadian clock–
based strategies to prevent colorectal cancer and development. 22,35,40
Underlying Molecular mechanisms that associate sleep duration with colorectal cancer
initiation are largely under-researched. Less than 6 hours of sleep can disrupt circadian rhythm
and suppress the production of melatonin which leads to the development of colorectal
adenomas are evaluated; till now, there is no study proving how sleep quality affects human
health and cancer progression.
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Future Directions
Circadian rhythms disruption has a substantial impact on gastrointestinal diseases and
colorectal cancer development. Conversely, many gastrointestinal disease processes influence
the sleep-wake cycle and sleep quality. It is considering recent research that has shown a vital
significance of sleep and its impact on colorectal cancer development and progression.
Research has shown that treating a patient’s underlying sleep disorder may result in
improvement in their gastrointestinal symptoms. Furthermore, control of gastrointestinal
disease states will result in improved sleep quality and can prevent cancer initiation. Therefore,
gastroenterologists need to take a detailed sleep history to identify any underlying
gastrointestinal diseases and colorectal cancer early diagnosis to better care for patients.
Glossary


Systemic inflammation: inflammation in the whole body



familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP): genetic cancer predisposition of a
precancerous polyp



hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal carcinoma (HNPCC): a dominant genetic
condition that causes the highest risk of colon cancer.



Hypothalamus: region of the brain at the base of pituitary gland responsible for
regulating hormones and body temperature.



Suprachiasmatic nucleus SCN: region of the brain in hypothalamus situated above
optic chiasma



Retinohypothalamic tract: photic neural input passage from eyes to hypothalamus



Apoptosis: Programmed cell death pathway. This process to remove damaged cell in
normal physiology.



Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF): a protein that promotes the formation
of new blood vessels



Cyclins: protein family that control cell progression associated in cell cycle



EM: Electromagnetic Radiation
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